A thin film irradiated by high energy primary electrons (PE) emits secondary electrons (SE). The SE are emitted to the outside of the sample (SEα) and within the plane of the sample (SEβ) [1] . Figure 1 illustrates the various types of SEs. The PEs, SEα and the SEβ affect, by modifying the film properties, the rate at which the irradiated sample area tends toward a steady state. Both PE and SEβ can cause radiation damage [2] and electron beam induced conductivity (EBIC) [1] . The discussed phenomena are relevant to sample charging, damage and to various implementations of hole-free phase plate (HFPP) [3, 4] . The beam-induced modifications can result in a surface potential σ(r) and in an electric field E V (r,z) in the vacuum near the sample [3] .
An irradiated thin film tends toward a steady state, as measured by time dependence of SEα current and the evelution of the contrast transfer function (CTF) [3, 4] . )) is exponential with a characteristic time t 0 . The Eq (1) allows define a settling time t 0 . The values of t 0 obtained from SEα and CTF closely correlate; they are a few tens of seconds for all studied materials. According to Eq. (1), the film state is within 2% of its asymptotic steady state after t S = 4t 0 . A steady state is achieved when a balance is reached between the SEα leaving the sample and the current from ground electrode I G . At steady state, the electric field outside sample E V (r,z) reduces the SEα until it is fully compensated by the I G . When multiple processes control the settling the Eq. (1) includes more than one term. The settling time t S is then determined by the slowest process. The A 0 > 0 for SEα decay and for Thon rings that decrease diameter with time (i.e. the defocus and charging term in a CTF contribute phase shift with the same sign). The A 0 < 0 for Thon rings when defocus and charging contribute opposite sign of phase shift.
The irradiated area appears to remain close to the steady state after the PE beam is switched off [3, 4, 5] . This can be explained by existence of a charge-trapping layer on the film surface with electron tunneling governing the recombination charge transport. At steady state, the emitted SEα current density j SE (r) equals to a tunneling current j T (r) at every location r of the film, as graphically depicted in Figure 3 for Fowler-Nordheim (FN) and Poole-Frenkel (PF) tunneling mechanisms. The tunneling current exponentially depends on electric field E T (r,z) inside the charge trapping layer which is related to the j SE (r). When the PE irradiation ceases and the j SE (r) goes to zero, an exponentially small decrease in E T (r,z) switches off the j T (r) effectively maintaining the steady state charge distribution. Figure 3 indicates that both FN and PF achieve steady state for realistic surface potential values.
The SEα escape depth δ is an important parameter in models capturing the behavior of irradiated films. Figure 4 shows the dependence of SEα signal and sample thickness for an in-situ drilled amorphous carbon film at 600°C. Because the SEα escape from both surfaces, the δ appears to be less than ½ (6.8 nm) = 3.4 nm or ~20 atomic layers. Since escape depth is large in insulators and small in conductors [1] , amorphous carbon at T = 600°C behaves as a good conductor.
The relative importance of EBIC, SEα emission and charge tunneling j T (r) is determined by mobility of charge carriers in the film, PE current density, by SE yield and its dependence on bias and thickness and dielectric properties of any surface layers on the film including contamination. The contribution of SEβ to EBIC generation is small compared to PE [2] . Fig. 1 . Primary electrons (PE) incident on a thin film generates SEα that escape to vacuum from a depth δ, and SEβ that travel within the specimen. The PE and SEβ generate e-h pairs that affect sample conductivity. 
